
 

 

Top 8 Reasons to Host with Avionté! 

Worry no more about the hassle and cost of managing the Avionté application and database. 
Moving away from data hosting and leveraging our expertise will eliminate distractions related 

to IT issues, save you time and money, and allow you to focus on the core success of                     
your business – staffing! 

 

1. You own your data; Avionté is the protector of your data. With enterprise class anti-virus 

technology, nightly data backups, and data replication across multiple data centers, your data is 

always safe and available. Backups are made available to you upon request for any reason.  

 

2. Built in disaster recovery and fault tolerance. Avionté maintains two independent, geographically 

distant, and highly redundant datacenters that continually replicate between locations to ensure 

your business stays running under the most extreme disaster scenarios.  

 

3. Maintain competitive advantage. Rely on Avionté to develop and deliver best-in-class, Software 

as a Service “SaaS” technology to help run your staffing operations. On Aero, our SaaS solution, 

you will always have the most recent version and can access it using any device, including smart 

phones, tablets, PCs, or Macs.    

 

4. Enjoy hands-off product updates. Gone are the days of your IT team having to install upgrades 

and maintain SQL server databases. Our DBA’s are continually working to optimize our 

environment, ensuring a highly performant experience.   

 

5. Predictable cost. Your costs are clear and budget forecasting is simple with a predicable cost 

module which allows you to grow with little or no investment in technology or notice required as 

related to this technology. 

 

6. Celebrate the ability to lower capital expenditures. When hosted with Avionté, there is no need 

to purchase and maintain expensive hardware or renew equipment. Avoid hassle and cost tied to 

hardware, licensing, people, vendor support agreements, and unplanned downtime.  

 

7. Connect anytime, from anywhere. All you need is an internet connection! Our software is ready 

to use from any location. Simply launch the remote access application and login. 

 

8. Ease of Transition. You can be up and running on our hosted environment in less than a week! 

We’ll start with a parallel environment to ensure your experience is on-par with expectations and 

that you don’t have any disruption. Connect with your Strategic Account Executive to get started! 

Email CXTeam@avionte.com.  
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